INTRODUCTION

Being incarcerated can be expensive. Besides the loss of income from work, inmates may be responsible for “pay-to-stay” fees when they are in jail. Pay-to-stay fees are charges assessed to incarcerated individuals and may include fees for booking, daily room and board, work release, physicals, medication, hospital visits, and dental visits. They are distinct from the fines and restitution that defendants may be ordered to pay as part of their sentences. Nearly all states have laws allowing county jails to seek reimbursement from inmates for room and board and medical fees, but the use of fees is usually based on county ordinance. While these fees also exist in prisons, this factsheet will explore jail-based pay-to-stay charges in Wisconsin, particularly for inmates in pretrial detention. Although the terms prison and jail are often used interchangeably, they refer to different institutions. County jails are operated locally and house inmates awaiting trial or serving short sentences, generally less than a year. State and federal prisons hold convicted inmates serving longer sentences.

Over the last 30 years, the use of pay-to-stay fees has expanded in the United States. The reasons for this are complex but, broadly, are found to be connected to the large growth of the incarcerated population and declines in funding for local justice systems. These fees can place a disproportionate burden on low-income defendants not just because they are less able to pay the fees themselves, but because their lack of financial resources can expose them to longer pretrial jail stays and thus larger fee assessments.

JAIL FEES VARY FROM COUNTY TO COUNTY IN WISCONSIN

The types and amounts of fees that might be assessed to an inmate vary widely by county. Wisconsin statutes give counties discretion to charge (or not charge) each individual inmate. To learn more about variation in pay-to-stay fees in Wisconsin counties, we sent emails to county jails in each of Wisconsin’s 72 counties to ask about two common types of fees—daily and booking—that they may assess. Twenty-two counties responded, representing urban and rural counties from across the state, as shown in Figure 1. Of these, 11 charge a booking fee, which averages about $28. Eleven, or half the sample, charge a daily rate for room and board, which averages $16 per day. Eight charge both a booking fee and a daily rate, while six charge neither.

LARGE INCARCERATED POPULATIONS HAVE STRAINED LOCAL AND STATE BUDGETS

In Wisconsin today, rates of the jailed population per 100,000 residents ages 15–64 are nearly five times higher than they were in the early 1970s, as shown in Figure 2. This growth in jail population mirrors national trends. For local policymakers facing high incarceration expenditures and revenue streams constricted by state and federal government, pay-to-stay fees are often an attractive and politically workable option. Yet, fees do not appear to be an effective way to meet jail costs. A national survey by the Vera Institute found that pay-to-stay fees made up an average of only about 3 percent of the budgets of surveyed jails. In Wisconsin, where the cost of housing an inmate is estimated to be around $100 a day, imposed pay-to-stay fees account for a relatively small portion of that expense. Meanwhile, collection rates are low and costs of administering collection services can be considerable.
The accumulation of jail fees is in part a function of time spent in jail awaiting trial. Those who are least able to pay face conditions likely to lead to longer stays compared to defendants with greater financial means. In the United States, 34 percent of defendants remain in jail until trial because of unaffordable bail. Wisconsin statutes indicate that bail should only be set at an amount sufficient to help guarantee appearance in court. Statutes provide that other, nonmonetary conditions should be applied for issues of public safety, for example. However, in practice, bail amounts are often tied to factors such as the severity of the charge. Because of this, low-income defendants who cannot afford bail are likely to remain in jail until their trials and are at risk of being assessed pay-to-stay fees during their detention.

Further, an acute shortage of public defenders in Wisconsin has made it more likely that low-income or indigent defendants will face longer pre-trial jail stays. The state’s compensation rate for public defenders is the lowest in the nation and, in a recent petition response, the Wisconsin Supreme Court wrote that chronic underfunding of the Office of the State Public Defender “has reached a crisis point.” This is especially the case in northern Wisconsin and other rural parts of the state where there are fewer lawyers and driving time for court-appointed attorneys is a greater burden. Public defenders offices in northern Wisconsin report having to make dozens of contacts to locate and appoint a public defender for each case. As shown in Figure 3, this process can take weeks, during which time defendants often must wait in jail.

PAY-TO-STAY FEES ARE DISPROPORTIONATELY BURDENSOME TO LOW-INCOME INMATES

Nationally, the average annual income of an inmate prior to arrest is only around $19,000. Based on the charges reported in our survey of Wisconsin county jails, a jail stay of 25 days (a U.S. average stay length) could lead to a cost of roughly $450 for the prisoner. A jail stay of 150 days could accumulate an average charge of $2,500. Besides pay-to-stay fees, other debt, including child support arrears, can accrue when people are incarcerated. Because even short periods of incarceration can put jobs and earnings at risk, fee-based debt accrued during jail stays can represent a large burden for low-income defendants. The presence of such debt can make it harder to secure employment, housing, transportation, and other necessities, thus making reintegration into society more difficult. Yet, the consequences of even short pretrial jail stays are likely to extend beyond the challenges of debt. A report by the Laura and John Arnold Foundation found that pretrial detention of low- to moderate-risk offenders was strongly correlated with higher rates of new criminal activity in the short- and long-term.

REDUCING JAIL STAYS COULD SAVE TAXPAYER MONEY AND REDUCE DEBT FOR INMATES

The use of pay-to-stay fees developed alongside a dramatic increase in the jail population starting in the 1990s. Efforts to reduce jail stays, particularly for those in pretrial detention, have the potential to reduce the costs of maintaining county jails while also reducing the need for and the accrual of pay-to-stay fees for detained individuals. In Wisconsin, reforming processes and increasing funding for and access to public defenders has the potential to make justice processes fairer. At the same time, there is relatively little centralized information about the use and consequences of pay-to-stay type fees in Wisconsin’s county jails. Improved data collection on these types of fees could help policymakers better understand the impact of fees on those involved with the criminal justice system in Wisconsin.
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